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Abstract: The interactions between sulfur鄄containing compounds of dibenzothiophene (DBT) and dibenzothiophene sulfone
(DBTO2 ) and ionic liquids of 1鄄butyl鄄3鄄methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate ( [BMIM] +[PF6] - ) and 1鄄butyl鄄3鄄
methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate ([BMIM] +[BF4] -) were comparatively studied by using density functional theory. The most
stable structures of [BMIM] +[PF6] -, [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBT, [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBTO2, [BMIM] +[BF4] -,
[BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBT, and [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBTO2 systems were obtained by natural bond orbitals (NBO) and atoms in
molecules (AIM) analyses. The results indicated that DBT and [BMIM] rings of [BMIM] +[PF6] - / [BMIM] +[BF4] - are
parallel to each other. There is a strong p鄄p interaction between them in terms of NBO and AIM analyses. The H1忆 and H9忆
involved F…H hydrogen bonding interactions may favor the formation of p鄄p stacking interactions. The DBTO2 preferentially
locates near the C2鄄H2 and methyl group of [BMIM] + to form O…H interactions. The predicted geometries and interaction energies
imply the preferential adsorption of DBTO2 on [BMIM] +[PF6] - / [BMIM] +[BF4] - . The [BMIM] +[PF6] - / [BF4] - have better
extracting ability to remove DBTO2 than DBT, possibly due to the larger polarity of DBTO2 and stronger interactions between
[BMIM] +[PF6] - / [BF4] - and DBTO2 .
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摇 摇 Due to the stringent environmental regulations on
sulfur concentration in transportation fuels, ultra鄄deep
desulfurization of fuels has become an important
research subject. Hydrodesulfurization (HDS) at high
temperature and high pressure over Mo鄄based catalysts
is a major process in petroleum processing industry to
reduce the sulfur in fuels. Unfortunately, sulfur鄄
containing aromatic compounds ( including thiophene
and its derivatives ) are barely removed by this
process. Therefore, the extraction of sulfur鄄
containing compounds from the fuels under mild
conditions with ionic liquids is proposed[1] . The ionic
liquids show good extraction ability for aromatic
sulfur鄄containing compounds. It has been found that
S鄄containing compounds oxidation and extraction by
ionic liquids can effectively remove a large amount of
S鄄containing compounds from fuels[2 ~ 4] . Sulfur鄄
containing compounds are oxidized by using different
oxidants to form the corresponding sulfones that can
be preferentially extracted from fuel by various ionic
liquids due to their increased relative polarity. Among
the many types of ionic liquids studied, those based
on imidazolium cations and [BF4] - or [PF6] - anions
show high efficiency for the extraction of organic
sulfur compounds. Recent efforts have been made by
using theoretical methods to model the extraction of

sulfur鄄containing compounds with ionic liquids[5 ~ 12] .
Lo et al[2] firstly reported the removal of sulfur鄄

containing compounds from light oils by a
combination of both chemical oxidation and solvent
extraction using the room temperature ionic liquids,
1鄄butyl鄄3鄄methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate
([BMIM]+[PF6]- ) and 1鄄butyl鄄3鄄methylimidazolium
tetrafluoroborate ([BMIM] +[BF4] -); the oxidation
reaction of DBT is displayed in Figure 1[2] . The
mechanism investigation needs to be intensified to
enable deeper understanding of the extraction process.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no theoretical
report on the investigation of interactions between
DBT/ DBTO2 and [BMIM]+[PF6]- / [BMIM]+[BF4]-

ionic liquids.
Our primary purpose in this work is to study the

interactions between DBT / DBTO2 and
[BMIM] +[PF6] - / [BMIM] +[BF4] - by means of
density functional approach. The different electronic
and topological properties of interactions between
[BMIM] +[PF6] - / [BMIM] +[BF4] - and DBT /
DBTO2 were compared. Although the gas phase
calculation may be different from the liquid state, the
results obtained here give us some new insights into
the interaction of [BMIM]+[PF6]- / [BMIM]+[BF4]-
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and DBT / DBTO2 .
This paper was organized as follows: Different

structures of [BMIM] +[PF6] - and [BMIM] +[BF4] -

pairs were first optimized, and then the structures of
[BMIM] interacting with [PF6] - / [BF4] - and DBT /
DBTO2 at different binding sites were optimized and
the most stable structures were selected. The NBO
and AIM analyses of the most stable structures were
performed. Geometries parameters, interaction
energies, and topological properties of the most stable
structures were discussed in detail.

1摇 Specification of initial geometries
A number of computational studies[13 ~ 19] have

also been performed to determine the location and
orientation of imidazolium based cation鄄
[PF6] - / [BF4] - pairs of the ionic liquids. The

calculated results suggest that [PF6] - / [BF4] - anions
tend to be located near a ring C2鄄proton. The
structures of DBT, DBTO2, PF6

鄄, BF4
鄄 anions, and

[BMIM] + cation are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The
[PF6] - / [BF4] - anions and DBT / DBTO2 have been
gradually placed in different regions around
imidazolium cation to form [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBT,
[BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBTO2, [BMIM] +[BF4] -鄄DBT,
and [BMIM] +[BF4] -鄄DBTO2 for optimization.

Figure 1摇 Oxidation of dibenzothiophene (DBT)
to dibenzothiophene sulfone (DBTO2)

Figure 2摇 Structures of (a) [PF6] -, (b) [BF4] - and (c) [BMIM] +

2摇 Computational details
Quantum chemical calculations using gradient鄄

corrected density functional theory were performed to
investigate the interactions between
[BMIM] +[PF6] - / [BMIM] +[BF4] - and DBT /
DBTO2 . The computational study employed the
Perdew鄄Wang忆s exchange鄄correlation functional
(PW91) [20] and a double numerical atomic basis set
augmented with polarization functions ( DNP ) as
implemented in DMol3 package[21,22] . Although
PW91 functional is unable to provide a good
description of dispersion interactions, GGA / PW91 /
DNP can give good results of interactions between
conjugated systems[23] . All the stationary structures
have been fully optimized without geometrical
constraints. Each stationary point was checked by
computing the frequencies to make sure that the
optimal geometries were minima without imaginary
frequency. The natural bond orbitals (NBO) analysis
was obtained with 6鄄31 + +G** basis set[24] . In the
NBO analysis, the second order perturbation
stabilization energy E ( 2 ) associated with the
delocalization of i ®j is estimated as

E(2) = 驻E ij = ni
(F ij) 2

着 j - 着i

where ni is the donor orbital occupancy, ei and ej

are the diagonal elements, and F ij is the off鄄diagonal
NBO Fork matrix element. Atoms in molecules
(AIM ) analyses were computed by AIM2000 to
provide topological properties[25,26] .

DMol3 uses numerical functions that are far more
complete than traditional Gaussian functions, and
therefore we expect BSSE contribution to be
small[27] . The interaction energies between
[BMIM] +[PF6] - / [BMIM] +[BF4] - and DBT /
DBTO2 were calculated according to the following
expression:

驻E = [E ([BMIM]+[PF6]- / [BMIM]+[BF4]- )
+ E ( DBT / DBTO2 )] - E ( [BMIM] +[PF6] - /
[BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBT / DBTO2)

where E( [BMIM] +[PF6] - / [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄
DBT / DBTO2) is the energies of [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄
DBT, [BMIM]+[PF6]-鄄DBTO2, [BMIM]+[BF4]-鄄
DBT, and [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBTO2 . E
([BMIM] +[PF6] - / BMIM] +[BF4] -) and E(DBT /
DBTO2 ) are the individual energies of
[BMIM] +[PF6] -, [BMIM] +[BF4] -, DBT, and
DBTO2, and 驻E denotes the interaction energies
between [BMIM] +[PF6] - / [BMIM] +[BF4] - and
DBT / DBTO2 . A higher value of interaction energy
(驻E) corresponds to stronger adsorption.
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3摇 Results and discussion
3. 1 摇 Geometries of [BMIM] +[PF6] -,
[BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBT, [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄
DBTO2, [BMIM] +[BF4] -, [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄
DBT, and [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBTO2

To investigate the structures of
[BMIM]+[PF6]- / [BF4 ]- pairs, the [PF6]- / [BF4]-

anions were added to the corresponding C2鄄H2, C4鄄
H4, and C5鄄H5 of vicinity of imidazolium ring. For
comparison, [PF6] - / [BF4] - anions around the alkyl
side chains were taken into consideration. The most
stable structures of [BMIM] +[PF6] - / [ BF4 ] - are
shown in Figure 3(( a) and ( d)) . The most stable
structure of [BMIM] +[PF6] - has seven F … H
interactions, while the most stable structure of
[BMIM] +[BF4] - has four F … H interactions.
Hydrogen bonds occur between fluorine atoms on
[PF6] - / [BF4] - anions and C2鄄H2 as well as the
hydrogen atoms on the adjacent alkyl side chains of
[BMIM] + cation. Among all the interactions, the
shortest hydrogen bonds ( 0. 199 4 nm in
[BMIM] +[PF6] - and 0. 184 4 nm in
[BMIM] +[BF4] - ) are to the C2鄄H2. A single
hydrogen atom may participate in two or three
hydrogen bonds. This type of bonding is called
“ bifurcated hydrogen bonding ( three centered
hydrogen bonding )冶 or “ trifurcated hydrogen
bonding ( four centered hydrogen bonding)冶 [28,29] .
The results show that H71 and H2 in
[BMIM] +[PF6] - are involved in the formation of
bifurcated hydrogen bonding and trifurcated hydrogen
bonding, respectively, demonstrating that C2鄄proton
plays a crucial role in the interactions between
[BMIM] + and [ PF6 ] - . The F…H contacts within
the bifurcated hydrogen bonds and trifurcated
hydrogen bonds are found to be unequivalent in terms
of the different F … H distances. These deviations
from linearity of the C鄄H…F angles are common for
bifurcated hydrogen bonds and trifurcated hydrogen
bonds. Our calculated results are in agreement with
the reported conclusions that the presence of the
hydrogen bonds between the acidic hydrogen (H2)
and [PF6] - / [BF4] - anions influences the structures
of [BMIM] +[PF6] - / [BF4] - .

The most stable [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBT,
[BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBTO2, [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄
DBT, and [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBTO2 are shown in
Figure 3 (( b), ( c), ( e) and ( f)) . The similar
results of the strongest hydrogen bonds between one
fluorine atom on [PF6] - / [BF4] - anions and C2鄄H2
hydrogen atom on imidazolium ring are obtained for
[BMIM]+[PF6]-鄄DBT and [BMIM]+[BF4]-鄄DBT. In

the [BMIM]+[PF6]-鄄DBT, the interacting distances
between [BMIM] +[PF6] - and DBT are 0. 296 8 nm
(C8忆…H61), 0. 240 8 nm (F3…H9忆), 0. 259 0 nm
(F2…H1忆), 0. 365 7 nm (N3…C9忆), 0. 358 7 nm
(C4…C13忆), 0. 362 0 nm (N1…C11忆), 0. 383 9 nm
(C5 … S5 ), 0. 288 2 nm ( H71 … C2忆), and
0. 312 3 nm (H91…C2忆) . As indicated in Figure 3
(e), the interactions between [BMIM] +[BF4] - and
DBT are H61 … C8忆 ( 0. 304 0 nm ), F5 … H9忆
(0. 269 7 nm), F3…H9忆 (0. 252 7 nm), F3…H1忆
(0. 239 2 nm), N3…C9忆 (0. 361 9 nm), H71…C1忆
(0. 300 7 nm), C4…C10忆 (0. 355 1 nm, C5…C11忆
(0. 363 0 nm), H91…C2忆 (0. 322 0 nm), and H81
…C3忆 (0. 298 5 nm) . In both [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄
DBT and [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBT, the [ BMIM] +

ring and DBT ring planes are parallel to each other,
implying that the p鄄p interactions may occur. The p

stacking ( also called 仔鄄仔 stacking ) refers to
attractive, non鄄covalent interactions between aromatic
rings[30,31] . The face鄄face stacked, edge鄄face
stacked, and offset stacked geometries are three
representative conformations of 仔鄄仔 interactions. As
shown in Figure 3((b) and (e)), the offset parallel
stacking interactions between [BMIM] ring and DBT
ring in the gas phase occur. The offset stacked
interactions are dependent on the orientation of the
rings and it seems that H1忆 and H9忆 involved F2…H1忆
and F3…H9忆 interactions in [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBT
as well as F3 … H1忆 and F5 … H9忆 interactions in
[BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBT may pronouncedly influence
the formation of p鄄p interactions.

Through comparing the optimized structures of
[BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBT, [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBTO2,
[BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBT, and [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄
DBTO2, we can find the significant differences
between [BMIM]+[PF6]-鄄DBT and [BMIM]+[PF6]-鄄
DBTO2 as well as [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBT and
[BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBTO2 . The DBTO2 rings are not
parallel to the [BMIM] + rings. The oxygen atoms of
DBTO2 are competitive with fluorine atoms of
[PF6] - / [BF4] - anions to interact with hydrogen
atoms to form hydrogen bonds. The interacting
distances of H…O hydrogen bonds are 0. 233 1 nm
(H2 … O1 ), 0. 263 3 nm ( H81 … O1 ) and
0. 236 5 nm ( H62 … O2 ) in [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄
DBTO2 and 0. 231 0 nm ( H62 … O2 ) in
[BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBTO2 . The H … F hydrogen
bonding interactions of H4忆… F1 and H4忆… F3 in
[BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBTO2 as well as H7忆…F1, H6忆
… F3 and H6忆 … F4 in [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBTO2

occur.
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Figure 3摇 Optimized structures and some interaction distances (nm) of
(a): [BMIM] +[PF6] -; (b): [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBT; (c): [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBTO2;
(d): [BMIM] +[BF4] -; (e): [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBT; ( f): [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBTO2

3. 2摇 Interaction energies
On the basis of the optimized structures of

[BMIM]+[PF6]-, [BMIM]+[BF4]-, [BMIM]+[PF6]-鄄
DBT, [BMIM]+[PF6]-鄄DBTO2, [BMIM]+[BF4]-鄄

DBT, [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBTO2, DBT, and
DBTO2, the calculated interaction energies of
[BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBT, [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBTO2,
[BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBT, and [BMIM]+[BF4]-鄄
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DBTO2 are 15.92, 17.96, 9.69, and 11.72 kcal / mol,
respectively, indicating that the interaction energies
between [BMIM]+[PF6]- / [BMIM]+[BF4]- and
DBTO2 are larger than that between
[BMIM] +[PF6] - / [BMIM] +[BF4] - and DBT, the
interactions between [BMIM] +[PF6] - and DBT /
DBTO2 are stronger than that of between
[BMIM] +[BF4] - and DBT / DBTO2 . Current results
are consistent with the experimental results of Lo et
al[2] The higher extraction capacity of
[BMIM] +[PF6] - than that of [BMIM] +[BF4] -

may be ascribed to the more fluorine atoms interacted
with DBT / DBTO2, while the stronger interactions
between [BMIM] +[PF6] - / [BMIM] +[BF4] - and
DBTO2 than that between [BMIM] +[PF6] - /
[BMIM] +[BF4] - and DBT may be assigned to the
oxygen involved hydrogen bonds and higher polarity
of DBTO2 . The dipole moments of DBTO2 and DBT
are 5. 62 and 0. 76 D, respectively. The polarity of
DBTO2 is larger than that of DBT, so DBTO2 is
readily remained in the ionic liquid phase, being able
to enhance the extraction efficiency of the extraction鄄
oxidation system.
3. 3摇 NBO analysis

The optimized structures were employed for
NBO analysis at B3LYP / 6鄄31 + + G** level. The
NBO analysis involves population analysis that
pertains to localized wave functions properties. The
NBO analysis were performed for the DBT, DBTO2,
[BMIM]+[PF6]-, [BMIM]+[PF6]-鄄DBT, [BMIM]+[PF6]-鄄
DBTO2, [BMIM] +[BF4] -, [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBT,
and [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBTO2 . It is clear that the
DBT, DBTO2 adsorptions on [BMIM] +[PF6] - /
[BF4 ] - influence the distribution of their charges.
Compared with the NBO charges, the hydrogen atoms
involved hydrogen bonds are more positive. The
shorter the contacts of hydrogen bonds, the more
positive the charges of hydrogen atoms are.

Hydrogen bonds are commonly accepted in
chemistry as distinct interactions. However, the
definition of hydrogen bond is somewhat arbitrary.
Geometric, energetic and spectroscopic criteria have
been used to classify them into strong, moderate and
weak, but the limits between such categories are
diffuse[32] . Nowadays it seems quite well accepted
that hydrogen bonding influences the structures of
ionic liquids. The aim of this section is to discern the
extent of hydrogen bonding contacts by using NBO
analysis results.

Table 1 lists the donor鄄acceptor NBO interactions
in [BMIM] +[PF6] -, [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBT,
[BMIM]+[PF6]-鄄DBTO2, [BMIM]+[BF4]-, [BMIM]+[BF4]-鄄

DBT, [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBTO2, and their E ( 2 )
values. The extent of electron delocalization from
donors to acceptors can be evaluated by analyzing the
second鄄order perturbation stabilization energy E(2),
which indicates the intensity of the interactions
between the orbitals of the electron donors and
acceptors. The higher the value of E(2), the more
electrons are transferred from the donor orbitals to
acceptor orbitals. As indicated in Table 1, the C2鄄
proton involved hydrogen bonds are strongest, in
terms of the large E ( 2 ) of 9. 05 kcal / mol in
[BMIM] +[PF6] - ( LP ( F1 ) ® s

*( C2鄄H2 )),
15. 03 kcal / mol in [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBT (LP(F1)
®s

*(C2鄄H2)), 3. 65 kcal / mol in [BMIM]+[PF6]-鄄
DBTO2(LP(O1) ®s

*(C2鄄H2)), 13. 55 kcal / mol
in [BMIM] +[BF4] - ( LP ( F3 ) ® s

*( C2鄄H2 )),
15. 94 kcal / mol in [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBT ( LP
(F1 ) ® s

*( C2鄄H2 )), and 16. 09 kcal / mol in
[BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBTO2 ( LP ( F4 ) ® s

*( C2鄄
H2)), in agreement with their short O…H contacts.
The interaction energies listed in Table 1 and their
corresponding distances displayed in Figure 3
demonstrate that the shorter the contact is, the larger
the value of E(2) is. The interaction energies of LP
(O2) ®s

*(C6鄄H62), LP(O1) ®s
*(C8鄄H81),

LP ( O1 ) ® p
*( N1鄄C2 ) in [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄

DBTO2 and LP ( O2 ) ® s
*( C6鄄H62 ) in

[BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBTO2 are 3. 09, 0. 58, 0. 20,
and 3. 31 kcal / mol, respectively, showing the strong
O … H interactions between [BMIM] +[PF6] - /
[BF4] - and DBTO2 . The interactions of p(C5鄄C4)
®p

*(C10忆鄄C9忆), p(C10忆鄄C9忆) ® p
*(N1鄄C2), p

(C5鄄C4)®p
*(C13忆鄄C6忆), p

*(C5鄄C4)®p
*(C13忆鄄

C6忆), p(C12忆鄄C11忆) ®p
*(C5鄄C4), p(C13忆鄄C6忆)

® p
*( C5鄄C4 ) in [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBT, p( C5鄄

C4) ® p
*( C10忆鄄C9忆), p ( C5鄄C4 ) ® p

*( C12忆鄄
C11忆), p(C8忆鄄C7忆)®p

*(C5鄄C4), p(C5鄄C4)®p
*

( C13忆鄄C6忆), p ( C12忆鄄C11忆) ® p
* ( C5鄄C4 ), p

(C13忆鄄C6忆) ® p
* ( C5鄄C4 ) in [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄

DBT imply that p 鄄p interactions between
[BMIM] +[PF6] - / [BF4] - and DBT occur.

Based on these calculations, it may be concluded
that the HOMOs (highest occupied molecular orbitals)
of [BMIM]+[PF6]-鄄DBT, [BMIM]+[PF6]-鄄DBTO2,
[BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBT, [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBTO2

come from porbitals of DBT / DBTO2, the LUMOs
( lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals ) is mainly
derived from p

* orbitals of DBT / DBTO2 spreading
over the rings.
3. 4摇 AIM analysis

The theory of AIM has been applied theoretically
to a wide variety of structures containing different
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types of hydrogen interactions; these interactions can
be successfully described by means of topological
properties of electron density distribution r( r) with
AIM2000. The electron density at the bond critical
point provides a measure of the strength of the
bonding between two atoms. According to Bader忆 s
topological AIM theory[33], the chemical bonds can
be illustrated in terms of the total electronic density r

(r) and its corresponding Laplacian Ñ
2
r( r) that is

the sum of three eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix of
r( r) ( Ñ

2
r( r) = l1+ l2 + l3) . The topological

properties of electron density ( r), Laplacian of
density ( Ñ

2
r), eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix

(l1, l2, l3) of DBT, DBTO2, [BMIM] +[PF6] -,

[BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBT, [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBTO2,
[BMIM] +[BF4] -, [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBT, and
[BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBTO2 were analyzed. In the case
of interactions, the bond path with bond critical point
should exist. According to this criterion, the
interactions are displayed in Figure 3. The Laplacian
Ñ

2
r of the bond critical points is positive,

demonstrating the nature of closed shell interactions.
The large values of electronic density and Laplacian
of interactions are consistent with the short distances,
showing a clear relationship between the topological
properties of the charge density with the inter鄄nuclear
distances of the systems.

Table 1摇 Some donor鄄acceptor interactions in [BMIM] +[PF6] -,
[BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBT, [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBTO2, [BMIM] +[BF4] -, [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBT,

[BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBTO2 and their second order perturbation stabilization energies, E(2) (kcal / mol)
Donor Acceptor E(2) / (kcal·mol-1) Donor Acceptor E(2) / (kcal·mol-1)

[BMIM] +[PF6] -

LP(F2) s*(C2鄄H2) 5. 63 LP(F2) s*(C7鄄H71) 2. 26
LP(F1) s*(C2鄄H2) 9. 05 LP(F2) s*(N3鄄C2) 0. 13
LP(F3) s*(C2鄄H2) 0. 74 LP(F3) s*(C8鄄H81) 0. 39
LP(F3) s*(C7鄄H71) 0. 43 LP(F3) p*(N1鄄C2) 0. 14
LP(F1) s*(C6鄄H61) 0. 21

[BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBT
p(C5鄄C4) p*(C10忆鄄C9忆) 0. 08 p(C5鄄C4) p*(C13忆鄄C6忆) 0. 09
LP(F2) s*(C1鄄H1忆) 0. 69 p*(C5鄄C4) p*(C13忆鄄C6忆) 0. 06

p(C4忆鄄C3忆) s*(C7鄄H71) 0. 45 p(C12忆鄄C11忆) p*(C5鄄C4) 0. 20
p(C12忆鄄C11忆) s*(C7鄄H71) 0. 10 p(C1忆鄄C2忆) s*(C7鄄H71) 0. 26
p(C1忆鄄C2忆) s*(C8鄄H81) 0. 09 p(C1忆鄄C2忆) s*(C9鄄H91) 0. 13
p(C10忆鄄C9忆) p*(N1鄄C2) 0. 06 p(C13忆鄄C6忆) p*(C5鄄C4) 0. 11
p(C8忆鄄C7忆) s*(C6鄄H61) 0. 48 LP(S) p*(C5鄄C4) 0. 16

LP(S) s*(C5鄄H51) 0. 11 LP(F3) s*(C2鄄H2) 0. 39
LP(F3) s*(C6鄄H62) 2. 24 LP(F3) s*(C6鄄H63) 0. 07
LP(F3) p*(N1鄄C2) 0. 39 LP(F2) s*(C8鄄H81) 2. 55
LP(F3) s*(C9鄄H9忆) 0. 97 LP(F1) s*(C2鄄H2) 15. 03

[BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBTO2

LP(F1) s*(C6鄄H61) 0. 16 s(S5鄄O1) RY*(H81) 0. 41
LP(O2) s*(C6鄄H62) 3. 09 LP(O2) RY*(H62) 0. 21
LP(O1) s*(C2鄄H2) 3. 65 LP(O1) s*(C8鄄H81) 0. 58
LP(O1) RY*(H2) 0. 32 LP(O1) p*(N1鄄C2) 0. 20

s*(S5鄄O2) s*(C6鄄H62) 0. 23 s*(S5鄄O1) s*(C2鄄H2) 0. 26
s*(S5鄄O1) s*(C8鄄H81) 0. 34 LP(F6) s*(C7鄄H71) 0. 12
LP(F5) p*(N1鄄C2) 0. 26 LP(F6) p*(N1鄄C2) 0. 53
LP(F1) s*(C4忆鄄H4忆) 3. 47 LP(F1) RY*(H4忆) 0. 33
LP(F1) s*(C2鄄H2) 0. 37 LP(F1) p*(N1鄄C2) 0. 47
LP(F3) s*(C4忆鄄H4忆) 0. 66 LP(F1) RY*(H61) 0. 10
LP(F5) s*(C7鄄H71) 1. 05 LP(F5) s*(C2鄄H2) 0. 95
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Continued table
Donor Acceptor E(2) / (kcal·mol-1) Donor Acceptor E(2) / (kcal·mol-1)

[BMIM] +[BF4] -

LP(F1) s*(C2鄄H2) 0. 73 LP(F1) s*(C6鄄H61) 2. 96
LP(F3) s*(C2鄄H2) 13. 55 LP(F3) s*(C7鄄H71) 0. 90
LP(F2) s*(C8鄄H81) 2. 07

[BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBT
p(C5鄄C4) p*(C10忆鄄C9忆) 0. 25 p(C5鄄C4) p*(C13忆鄄C6忆) 0. 10
p(C5鄄C4) p*(C12忆鄄C11忆) 0. 19 p(C4忆鄄C3忆) s*(C10鄄H101) 0. 09

p(C4忆鄄C3忆) s*(C8鄄H81) 0. 44 p(C12忆鄄C11忆) p*(C5鄄C4) 0. 23
[BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBT

p(C12忆鄄C11忆) s*(C8鄄H81) 0. 10 p(C1忆鄄C2忆) s*(C7鄄H71) 0. 31
p(C1忆鄄C2忆) s*(C9鄄H91) 0. 13 p(C13忆鄄C6忆) p*(C5鄄C4) 0. 12
p(C13忆鄄C6忆) s*(C4鄄H4) 0. 05 p(C8忆鄄C7忆) s*(C6鄄H61) 0. 33
p(C8忆鄄C7忆) p*(C5鄄C4) 0. 09 LP(S) s*(C5鄄H5) 0. 09
LP(F1) s*(C2鄄H2) 15. 94 LP(F5) s*(C6鄄H62) 2. 80
LP(F3) s*(C7鄄H71) 1. 15 LP(F5) p*(N1鄄C2) 0. 17
LP(F3) p*(N1鄄C2) 0. 23 LP(F5) s*(C9忆鄄H9忆) 0. 14
LP(F3) s*(C1忆鄄H1忆) 1. 25 LP(F4) p*(N1鄄C2) 0. 05
LP(F3) s*(C9忆鄄H9忆) 0. 73 LP(F4) s*(C2鄄H2) 0. 19

[BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBTO2

LP(F1) s*(C7忆鄄H7忆) 0. 23 LP(F1) s*(C2鄄H2) 0. 49
LP(F1) s*(C7鄄H71) 0. 10 LP(F3) p*(C6忆鄄C13忆) 0. 12
LP(F3) s*(C6忆鄄H6忆) 0. 21 LP(F3) s*(C8鄄H81) 0. 21
LP(F3) s*(C7鄄H72) 0. 06 LP(F3) s*(C7鄄H71) 0. 24
LP(F3) s*(C8鄄H82) 0. 06 LP(F3) s*(C9鄄H91) 0. 05
LP(F4) s*(C6忆鄄H6忆) 2. 45 LP(F4) s*(C2鄄H2) 16. 09
LP(F4) p*(N1鄄C2) 0. 05 LP(F4) s*(N1鄄C2) 0. 06
LP(F4) s*(C7鄄H71) 0. 05 LP(F2) s*(C6忆鄄H6忆) 0. 10
LP(F2) s*(C7鄄H71) 3. 00 LP(F2) s*(C2鄄H2) 0. 05
LP(O2) s*(C6鄄H62) 3. 31 LP(O2) RY*(H62) 0. 26

s*(S5鄄O2) s*(C6鄄H62) 0. 19 LP(O1) RY*(N1) 0. 06

摇 摇 The interactions between [BMIM] +[PF6] - and
DBT / DBTO2 as well as [BMIM] +[BF4] - and DBT /
DBTO2, e. g. C5…S5 ( r = 0. 003 84 au, Ñ

2
r =

0. 011 40 au), N3…C9忆 (r = 0. 003 45 au, Ñ
2
r =

0. 010 26 au) and N3…C11忆 (r= 0. 003 68 au, Ñ
2
r

= 0. 011 40 au) in [BMIM] +[PF6] -– DBT as well
as C10忆 … C4鄄C5 ( r = 0. 005 66 au, Ñ

2
r =

0. 014 14 au) and N3鄄C9忆 (r= 0. 003 93 au, Ñ
2
r=

0. 011 45 au ) in [BMIM] +[BF4] - – DBT, are
remarkably different, indicating the occurrence of p鄄p
interactions between [BMIM] +[PF6] - / [BF4 ] - and
DBT. The topological properties of the oxygen atoms
involved bond critical points of O2 … H62 ( r =
0. 011 10 au, Ñ

2
r= 0. 034 97 au), O1…H22 (r=

0. 012 03 au, Ñ
2
r= 0. 039 51 au) and O1…H81 (r

= 0. 005 75 au, Ñ
2
r = 0. 021 90 au ) in

[BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBTO2 as well as O2…H62 (r=
0. 013 02 au, Ñ

2
r = 0. 040 33 au), O1…N3 (r =

0. 002 81 au, Ñ
2
r= 0. 011 04 au) and O1…H81 (r

= 0. 000 55 au, Ñ
2
r = 0. 002 35 au ) in

[BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBTO2 demonstrate that oxygen
atoms involved interactions may play a vital role in
the interactions between [BMIM] +[PF6] - / [ BF4 ] -

and DBTO2, resulting in the larger interaction
energies of [BMIM] +[PF6] - / [ BF4 ] - 鄄DBTO2 in
comparison to those of corresponding
[BMIM] +[PF6] - / [ BF4 ] - 鄄DBT. The changes of
topological properties of ring critical points may be
ascribed to the interactions between
[BMIM] +[PF6] - / [PF6] - and DBT / DBTO2 .

AIM theory can not only indicate the nature of
interactions, but also describe the strength of
hydrogen bonds through the electron density[34] . The
strength of any pair of interacting atoms is reflected
by the electron density at the corresponding bond
critical point. An exponential dependence on d(H…
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O ) is observed for the values of the second
derivatives of rat the BCPs of hydrogen bonds[35,36] .
Relationships between the distances d ( F…H) and
their corresponding ln ( r b) have been established.
Figure 4 displays the plots of the distances of d(F…
H ) versus their corresponding ln ( r b) . The
correlation coefficients for [BMIM] +[PF6] -,
[BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBT, [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBTO2,

[BMIM] +[BF4] -, [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBT, and
[BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBTO2 are 0. 992, 0. 956,
0. 994, 0. 999, 0. 999 and 0. 994, respectively,
demonstrating the good relation between hydrogen
bonding strengths and their distances. The topological
properties are useful descriptors for the strength of
hydrogen bonds.

Figure 4摇 Linear correlations between the F…H distances and their corresponding ln(rb) of
(a): [BMIM] +[PF6] -; (b): [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBT; (c): [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBTO2;
(d): [BMIM] +[BF4] -; (e): [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBT; ( f): [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBTO2

4摇 Conclusions
We have investigated the interactions between

DBT/ DBTO2 and [BMIM]+[PF6]- / [BMIM]+[BF4]-

at GGA / PW91 / DNP level. The most stable

optimized structures of [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBT,
[BMIM]+[PF6]-鄄DBTO2, [BMIM]+[BF4]-鄄DBT,
and [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBTO2 were obtained by
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NBO and AIM analyses. The optimized structures of
[BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄DBT and [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBT
suggest that the DBT rings are parallel to the rings of
the imidazolium cations, indicating the occurrence of
p鄄p interactions as corroborated by NBO and AIM
analyses. In the structures of [BMIM] +[PF6] - 鄄
DBTO2 and [BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄DBTO2, the oxygen
atoms of DBTO2 tend to locate near C2鄄proton and

methyl group of [BMIM] +, while hydrogen atoms of
DBTO2 are inclined to close fluorine atoms on
[PF6] - / [BF4] - anions to form F…H interactions.
The interaction energies between DBTO2 and
[BMIM] +[PF6] - / [BMIM] +[BF4] - are larger than
that of DBT and [BMIM]+[PF6]- / [BMIM]+[BF4]-,
due to the oxygen involved interactions.
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二苯并噻吩及其氧化物与离子液体相互作用的理论研究

吕仁庆1, 林摇 进2, 曲占庆3

(1. 中国石油大学(华东)理学院 化学系, 山东 青岛摇 266580;

2. 中国石油大学(华东) 化学工程学院, 山东 青岛摇 266580; 3. 中国石油大学(华东) 石油工程学院, 山东 青岛摇 266580)

摘摇 要: 采用密度泛函理论方法比较了 DBT / DBTO2 和 [BMIM] +[PF6] - / [BMIM] +[BF4] - 的相互作用。 对最稳定的

[BMIM]+[PF6]-、[BMIM]+[PF6]-鄄DBT、[BMIM]+[PF6]-鄄DBTO2、[BMIM]+[BF4]-、[BMIM]+[BF4]-鄄DBT、[BMIM] +[BF4] - 鄄
DBTO2 进行了 NBO 和 AIM 分析。 结果表明,DBT 和[BMIM] +[PF6] - / [BMIM] +[BF4] -中的咪唑环彼此相互平行,NBO 和

AIM 分析表明它们之间发生了p鄄p相互作用。 H1忆和 H9忆形成的 F…H 氢键有利于p鄄p堆积作用的形成。 DBTO2 倾向于趋近

C2鄄H2 和 甲 基 基 团 形 成 O … H 相 互 作 用; DBTO2 优 先 吸 附 在 [BMIM] +[PF6] - / [BMIM] +[BF4] -。 在 模 拟 油 中,
[BMIM] +[PF6] -和[BMIM] +[BF4] -离子液体对 DBTO2 的萃取能力大于 DBT,其原因是可能是 DBTO2 具有较大的极性和

O…H 与 F…H 的氢键作用。
关键词: 密度泛函理论; 二苯并噻吩; 二苯并噻吩氧化物; 离子液体
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